The XebiaLabs DevOps Platform

Goal-based DevOps Intelligence to optimize
software delivery and drive results

The first goal-based DevOps Intelligence
solution, XL Impact delivers integrated KPIs
to show the health of your Continuous
Delivery pipeline. It combines DevOps best
practices with historical analysis, machine
learning, and data from across your tool
chain to show trends, predict outcomes,
and recommend actions. Use XL Impact
to optimize your delivery pipeline, drive
ROI, and mitigate risk.

Goal-based DevOps KPIs
Track DevOps performance and gain actionable insight across your complete software
delivery value stream. Drive core goals such as “improve quality” and “increase speed
of delivery.” Get clear context for your metrics to understand the meaning behind
the numbers, so you can best direct optimization efforts.

Data-driven Recommendations and Decision Support
With full visibility into the inner workings of your DevOps pipeline, you can take actions
based on hard data correlated from tools such as XL Release, Jenkins, JIRA, and GitHub.
Get suggestions for optimal next steps and recommended actions based on your team’s
historical data, machine learning, DevOps best practices, and the current status of
your pipeline.

Predictive Analytics that Identify Trends and Highlight Risk
Spot positive and negative trends, anomalies, at-risk areas, and high- and low-performing
processes, so you can address problems before they become failures. Accelerate “concept
to cash” for new features by avoiding bottlenecks, improving rate of successful releases,
and replicating high-performing processes.

One Control Panel for DevOps Impact and ROI
Share the impact of your activities and demonstrate ROI to stakeholders with
dashboards specifically curated for DevOps. Leverage deep end-to-end analysis
that spans your entire Continuous Delivery pipeline. XL Impact presents
a dynamic, living infographic of past, present, and predicted
future states of your release pipeline in a single
holistic view.

DevOps initiatives often show immediate gains when implemented for one team or app.
But when you start to scale across many teams and apps, it’s a very different game.
• Is your team implementing DevOps, but struggling to
fully understand the impact of your initiatives?
• Are you making decisions “in the dark,” based on
incomplete and subjective data?
• Do you need guidance and recommended actions to
help optimize delivery processes according to DevOps
best practices?
• How do you know which processes are working and
which ones aren’t? How do you show ROI?

“Clear metrics based on best practices are essential
for the success of DevOps initiatives. Companies have
struggled for years to properly assess the overall
impact of their efforts to improve software delivery.
XebiaLabs’ XL Impact provides a new and unique way
to assess DevOps performance. Its outcome-based
metrics allow organizations to strategically build, track,
and adjust roadmaps for their DevOps transformations.”
- Nicole Forsgren, Founder and CEO of DevOps
Research and Assessment (DORA)
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About XebiaLabs
XebiaLabs develops enterprise-scale Continuous Delivery and DevOps software, providing companies with
the visibility, automation and control to deliver software faster and with less risk.

Release Orchestration

Deployment Automation

DevOps Intelligence

Orchestrate, automate, and get visibility
into release pipelines

Automate and standardize complex
application deployments

Get unprecedented insight and decision
support for your softwaredelivery process

Learn more about DevOps Intelligence and XL Impact at
www.xebialabs.com/xl-impact

